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Finding the Sample 

This research takes place in an environment - if not directly 

hostile toward, certainly less than accepting of - homosexual 

visibility. This private southeastern university, though small in 

size, has two support groups for its homosexual students. The two, 

however, take very different approaches to aiding their members. 

One, the university-initiated counseling center group, focuses on 

confidentiality and attempts to achieve stronger, more confident 

members by providing them with the security of strict 

confidentiality. The other, the student-organized support group, has 

visibility as its primary characteristic and works to develop 

stronger members by transforming the atmosphere of the 

surrounding environment. This study examines both groups and the 

populations they serve, and attempts to determine which is better 

meeting its own goals, and which has goals most in line with those 

of the gay, lesbian and bisexual student population. 

The subjects for this study are the members (potential or 

existing) and leaders of the two support groups. Because the study is 

examining both visible and closeted students, the potential for bias 

does exist. It would seem that students comfortable with their 

homosexuality are more likely to respond than those still coming to 

terms with their sexuality. 

Much of this bias is diminished, however, through the 

anonymous method used for interviewing. A range of respondents is 

particularly helpful in creating an all-inclusive view of the 

programs' success - both from within and from without - so both 



group leaders and group members were contacted. Due to the promise 

of anonymity made to interviewees, a few students felt comfortable 

enough to discuss their concerns, and important knowledge was 

gained through this work. 

Procedure 

Flyers were posted (and daily reposted) throughout the 

university campus requesting information for research on gay, 

lesbian and bisexual students' level of comfort. The interviews were 

to be conducted on the telephone with the respondents initiating the 

contact, thereby offering them full anonymity. After two weeks of 

waiting daily by an assigned telephone for responses, however, only 

one student called to voice his opinions. It seemed that another 

approach would be necessary to encourage better response. Several 

copies of the interview protocol were therefore printed and given to 

the leaders of both support groups to distribute to people on their 

membership lists, and telephone monitoring continued. Response 

through this method over the course of the final two weeks was 

slightly better. Follow-up notices and reminders sent via the group's 

leaders were ineffective. Interviews with the support group leaders 

were also conducted, but these were done in person. 

RESULTS 

Three interviews were conducted with support group leaders - 

one with the leader of the confidential support group (hereafter 
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referred to as CSG), and two with the active steering committee 

members of the more visible support group (hereafter referred to as 

VSG). The one telephone call that came in was from a male member 

of the CSG. Four protocols were returned through the mail from three 

VSG members (one of whom is not gay but a supporter of gay rights), 

and one non-member (who is gay but remains uninvolved). 

In analyzing the results, let us first look at the goals set for 

the two groups as defined by their leaders. The VSG leaders define 

the group's goal as twofold: political and social. The political aspect 

is, as one put it, "to educate and inform the (university) community 

about issues involving gay, lesbian and bisexual students for the 

purpose of ridding the community of heterosexism and homophobia." 

The social goal is "to provide a community of support for students 

that are closeted or out, but who need a group to get together with." 

As the second VSG leader put it, the goal is "In a nutshell, to get gay 

students through this university ... by any means necessary." The CSG 

leader describes the group's purpose as, "a confidential safe-place 

where gay, lesbian and bisexual students can meet with no fear of 

repercussions. They do not have to pretend. They can just be." 

Breaking this down, we find two distinctly different goals for 

the two groups. The VSG exists to educate and inform the outside 

community as well as to provide support for its members. The CSG 

exists to provide a confidential meeting place for its members. How 

important do group members feel these goals are? Checking their 

responses to questions such as: What do you see as the 

organization's main purpose or goal? Do you think this is an 

important goal? and Do you think the members in general agree that 
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this should be the group's main goal? help in determining the 

members' opinions. Some information on non-member opinions was 

also gained through the questions: Do you know any gay students here 

who are not members of the group? and Do you think they would 

agree that this ought to be the group's main goal? 

The group members have varying opinions on whether their 

group's goals are important to them as well. The CSG member cited 

"empathy" as one main focus of the group that he felt was 

particularly important. He also feels the non-member gay students 

he knows would agree that this is an important goal. The VSG 

members, on the other hand, have mixed feelings regarding their 

group's goal. The two members who agreed that visibility is 

important also feel that this visibility might prevent others from 

joining. The other respondent seemed adamantly opposed to this goal. 

She argued that the group was not successfully educating the 

community because they were not receiving enough publicity, and 

she complained that their attempt at visibility was preventing the 

group from being supportive of its members at large. The non 

member who responded has opinions on this issue as well. Although 

he feels visibility is important, he also feels, "often methods to 

achieve visibility are detrimental as they can be offensive if not 

approached in the right way. Radical visibility is counter 

productive." 

Keeping in mind the limited trust that can be placed in 

responses coming from one person on another's opluions, it seems 

nonetheless that many non-members have problems with the group's 

visibility as well. Of the three VSG members who responded, one 
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cited visibility as only part of the problem keeping potential 

members from joining. The other two described visibility as the 

main factor preventing others from joining. The one non-member 

who responded also feels that visibility is a problem for several. 

"Being lesbian, bisexual or gay is not about always making yourself 

an issue," he said. The CSG member, on the other hand, feels that the 

gay students he knows who are not members would all agree that 

confidentiality is an important primary goal. 

Well, if the groups have such varying responses from members 

in the importance of their goals, perhaps they have had more success 

when it comes to accomplishing what the leaders have set out to do. 

Another question asked was: What are some programs the group has 

planned, or already has in progress, that address (the group's) 

purpose? The CSG leader stated that the group has no real, 

structured programming and that they just discuss whatever the 

members seem interested in on a given day. "No one really shows 

interest in speakers," she responded. In response to the same 

question, the VSG leaders shared such programs as: a film series, a 

newsletter (with a circulation recently expanded to over 100), a 

Homecoming reception for gay alumni, sending representatives to 

this year's National March on Washington, and holding a Gay Pride 

Rally (at which a member of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force 

came to speak). The VSG has also scheduled restaurant trips and 

dancing excursions in an attempt to meet their social goal. One VSG 

leader remarked, "It is harder to find places to just socialize as 

gays, lesbians and bisexuals." 
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The approaches the two groups have in place are comfortable 

ones for both their leaders. Unfortunately, as has been shown 

through member responses, not everyone is as pleased with the 

approach the VSG is taking. The CSG has its problems as well. The 

participating member refers to this in response to the question: 

What reasons are you aware of why (the gay students you know are 

not members) have not joined the (CSG)? He says they seem to 

perceive it as existing "for those who have troubles with their 

sexuality." He feels this results from their stereotyping that "only 

people with problems need to go to counseling." 

If the groups' leaders are unclear on how to deal with these 

problems, however, they are at least aware that they exist. The CSG 

leader addresses this in response to the question: Do you receive any 

negative feedback from gay, lesbian and bisexual students regarding 

the groups confidentiality? She says that although she has not 

received any directed at the groups confidentiality, sometimes there 

are complaints that the group is run by by a counselor. "A lot of 

people think (the CSG) is a therapy group. There is the feeling that 

(the counselor) will be trying to do therapy when all the members 

want to do is talk about basketball." The VSG leaders are also aware 

of many of their complaints. This surfaced in one leader's response 

to the question: Do you think the members generally agree that this 

should be the group's main focus? He remarked that, "There are two 

competing factions. One sees the political goal as more important. 

The other sees the social goal as more important. . .. None would 

think either goal is unimportant." This group leader also expresses 

the "catch-22" situation his group is in when he says, 
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"Unfortunately, because the political goal has not yet been met, 

some people will not join. They are not comfortable with the idea of 

joining (before) the atmosphere of the general community is more 

accepting." As a group leader, he says it is his responsibility to 

attempt a balance between the political and social goals. The other 

VSG leader, however, seems more confident in the "rightness" of the 

group's political goal. He expresses this with such comments as: "I 

think if we sacrifice temporary personal comfort for the long term 

transformation of the environment, then gay students can't help but 

be grateful," and, "We have a mission that maybe the gay students 

here right now can't recognize or appreciate, but it's one that we 

feel is important enough that we have to stand by it with or without 

their support." 

And perhaps this goal is just that important. When asked the 

question: What role do you think the (other group) plays in regard to 

gay, lesbian and bisexual students? both the respondents affiliated 

with the CSG revealed that they feel the VSG plays an important 

role. One, the CSG leader, said, "The group provides a forum for the 

gay, lesbian and bisexual students to get together and a direct means 

of educating the community. It serves as a resource also for classes 

and students in general. It is a way of letting the community know 

that gay, lesbian and bisexual students are here." The CSG member 

describes the VSG's role as "being the ones that would take the first 

step to changing the community's atmosphere." Unfortunately, the 

VSG members were not all so clear on what the CSG's role is. Their 

responses, outside of just "I don't know," ranged from "a sounding 

board for their problems," to "individual and group counseling." 
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Clearly the misconception described earlier, that the group exists 

for those who need counseling, is a real one. Also, one VSG leader 

expressed his frustration that the CSG was not succeeding in serving 

its goal. He feels the group is often "the first step students take 

toward coming out," and worries that it is "not doing enough to 

make people feel comfortable with themselves" because the 

students are not moving from the CSG into the VSG fast enough. 

Perhaps the one question that received the most ambiguous 

response was: Do you feel the university atmosphere would be 

different if gay, lesbian and bisexual students were more visible? 

(If so, in what way(s) would it be different?) Responses to this 

question came in both positive and negative guise. Outside of one 

response of "I'm not sure," there was only one person who saw a 

purely negative outcome. This respondent said, " ... there would be 

higher instances of discrimination. wish the campus could be 

relaxed and open, but I fear that it is too narrow-minded." It is 

interesting to note that this response came from the member of the 

VSG who had earlier described the difficulty some people might have 

joining such a visible group. 

There were also a couple of solely positive scenarios 

described. One such response came from a VSG leader who relayed a 

study he had read explaining that, although people do not generally 

feel others are very open to homosexuality, they often describe 

themselves as being open. This was significant to him because he 

felt it indicated how personally knowing a gay" person is the 

fundamental way for people to change their attitudes about gays, 

lesbians and bisexuals. Two of the respondents (both members of the 
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VSG) included time in their equation of change. Their statements 

were, " ... after some time homosexuality would not be viewed so 

much as an abstract wrong, but as a life choice for real, live 

students," and " ... they would have specific names and faces that 

would go through their minds every time they make a homophobic 

comment. . .. in the past, even though (vocal) students have 

experienced more harassment, the general environment got a lot 

better." 

The most balanced comments came from the CSG affiliates. 

The member responded that the university atmosphere prevents 

people from being visible and that the students won't come out 

unless the atmosphere changes. Toward the end of his statement, he 

seemed to make a realization that it could work both ways and added 

that visibility might lead to more acceptance. The CSG leader 

responded: "The hopeful situation is somewhat of a Utopia. There 

would be more realistic discussions about sexuality; people would 

be free to be who they are; people would not be forced to have sex to 

prove their manhood or womanhood. There would be a lot more 

tolerance. The feared outcome is that a strong backlash would occur 

for those students." 

DISCUSSION 

This research has opened up some very interesting questions in 

the debate on the benefits of visibility versus confidentiality of 

homosexual persons. Which stance seems most appropriate for the 

groups in question? Of course the limited number of responses 
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received must· be taken into account when considering the impact 

these findings should have on the two groups. Still, some valid 

arguments have been made, and most are supported through 

repetition. Judging from these responses, both approaches have their 

place and both serve a particular purpose. Instances of harassing 

phone calls and tire slashings were revealed in a conversation with 

the CSG leader as examples of incidents in which gay, lesbian or 

bisexual students on the campus have been threatened because of 

their sexual orientation. In the face of such aggression, it is not 

wise to ignore the possibility of backlash that exists for each of 

these students who decides to reveal his or her sexual identity. Yet 

the possible positive outcomes that might result from visibility 

cannot be ignored either. If, as the VSG member said, this goal is 

truly that important, then it is worth pursuing without the support 

of the entire gay community. Unfortunately, the trouble seems to be 

that the groups' purposes are not made clear to the populations they 

are attempting to serve. With this in mind, a few suggestions are 

made to the group leaders for. how more efficient operations might 

be run. 

Policy and Procedural Suggestions/Implications 

First, the VSG might do well to have more frequent meetings 

and to allow for more member input. The most indignant responses 

came from one VSG member who, in response to the question: Do you 
c 

think the members in general agree that this should be (the VSG's) 

main focus? said, "Since we never meet as a group, there's never 
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been a chance to talk about it. I think most members want there to 

be publicity, but not on a personal level." Although the interviews do 

not support her allegations of a complete absence of meetings, it 

seems apparent from a number of responses that the group does not 

meet with the general membership very often. Even if members do 

not choose to attend the meetings, as one VSG leader complained, 

leaving open the opportunity for them to attend is sure to give them 

a greater sense of inclusion. Another suggestion this group might 

consider is dividing itself into two recognizable factions. One VSG 

leader already acknowledges that they are there, allowing for the 

legitimacy of both might draw more members into increased 

participation. This in turn, may lead the group to achieve its social 

agenda. Most of the complaints came from members who wished to 

see this function more adequately met. Discussions with the leaders 

also revealed that there are many more political programs than 

purely social. Allowing those members who wish to be more social 

to plan their outings may solve this dilemma. 

For the CSG, some suggestions are also in order. By more 

effectively defining and publicizing the group's purpose, many of the 

students turned away by the thought of being "counseled" can 

probably be reached. A lack of publicity is a problem for both groups 

that (gathered from the experience of doing this research) seems to 

stem from the antagonism of the surrounding university community. 

When flyers are posted advertising meetings, they must be reposted 

almost daily to combat those persons who seem to f~el almost duty 

driven to tear them down. The university's television channel is a 

good place to advertise, even though it may not reach as many, 
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because people can only control their own television sets. A final 

word of advice to this group would be to make clear to the gay, 

lesbian and bisexual community whether one of its goals is to serve 

as a stepping stone to the VSG. By stating that it is, student 

members can be more personally responsible for judging their 

progress to feeling comfortable with visibHity. By stating that it is 

not, leaders of the VSG can take their minds off what the CSG is 

doing to keep new members from joining their group and concentrate 

on developing the attractive programs that will lead them there. 

Future research of these two groups and others like them is 

strongly recommended. Responses to the final question: Is there 

anything you would like to add to the interview? are the most 

compelling reason. Of the eight total responses, four people said 

they only wish to add how grateful they are that someone else felt 

this issue was salient enough to study. This seems to make plain the 

importance such research holds for all the groups affected. Although 

participation was low, therefore, taking the attitude that research 

is more for the groups researched than for the researcher, the effort 

placed into work of this nature can only seem worthwhile. 
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